Sunless Contouring

California Tan Sunless®

Contouring or detailing prior to sunless application is the perfect way to customize sunless color and enhance features. Contouring areas such as the clavicle bone, abdomen, and hip bones provide a more slim and toned appearance. It also transforms flat sunless color into a multi-dimensional look. The key to contouring is shading around areas that you want to highlight or enhance.

Contouring Steps:
1. Prime skin for sunless application, (i.e. exfoliate, shave, remove any lotion/make-up, etc.)
2. Draw a contour line along the natural curve of the chest
3. Draw a contour line down the center of the stomach, from below the chest to right under the navel
4. Draw contour lines surrounding each ab muscle, leave a space of two or three fingers between lines
5. Draw a contour line directly above both hip bones
6. Draw a contour line immediately above and below each clavicle bone
7. Draw a contour line underneath cheek bones, on the jaw line, sides of nose and sides of forehead
8. After three hours, rinse/shower off contour lines and sunless application
9. In 12-to-24 hours enjoy your sexy, sunless color

Contouring Tips:
- When contouring the face, use only one or two coats of the Sunless Detail Pen
- When contouring the body, use two or three coats of the Sunless Detail Pen
- For a more drastic contoured appearance, contour with the Sunless Detail Pen and spray with a Medium level spray solution or use an at home sunless product – both contain less DHA than the Detail Pen resulting in a more dramatic effect
- When contouring for the first time apply only one coat to each area, this allows you to gauge how many coats are needed to effectively contour as all skin is different

For additional information, contact DocOfSunless@newsunshinellc.com or follow us on Twitter @CalTanSunless.